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KEY TAKEAWAYS
 ▪ The traditional benefits of secondary investing – discount at entry, shorter duration and 
increased diversification – are critical to generating attractive risk-adjusted returns 

 ▪ An evolving secondary market requires buyers to be prepared and purposeful in their 
investment and portfolio construction approach to target and optimize such benefits

 ▪ Secondary buyers with deep fund- and company-level insights gained from long-term GP 
relationships and private market data are typically well placed to deliver the structural 
benefits LPs desire

Driven by advances in filmmaking equipment, production techniques, and visual effects, 3D 
movies came a long way in the 56 years between the 1953 sci-fi classic “It came From Outer 
Space” and James Cameron’s iconic “Avatar”.

Secondary investment strategies have similarly evolved over time. In addition to traditional 
LP-led transactions, the range of transaction types has expanded to meet the needs of 
secondary investors, GPs, and LPs. Solutions now include GP-led continuation vehicles, 
tender offers, preferred equity, fund recaps and asset sales, captive team spinouts, and 
structured liquidity solutions, among others.

But at a fundamental level, the rationale for secondary market participants remains the 
same – secondaries can provide structural benefits with the potential to generate strong 
equity returns with relatively lower dispersion rates.

At Adams Street, we think of these structural benefits in terms of three Ds – discounts, 
duration, and diversification.
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First Dimension: Discounts
Secondaries are often acquired at a discount, which can help mitigate the impact of the J-curve and provide 
immediate unrealized gains.1

However, not all discounts are created equal, making it important to appropriately analyze the fund and 
companies’ valuation policy, growth profile, and risks, among other factors consistently over time. 

Thorough reviews by secondary managers can enhance the likelihood of accurately determining the value of 
underlying companies relative to their holding value in a fund. Given differing GP valuation policies and company 
quality, not all gaps between price and value are reflected in a discount. Many “value buys” can be based on an 
arbitrage that only becomes clear in subsequent quarters – or even at the point of exit. Access to comprehensive 
and unique real-time operational data and longer-term GP valuation trends can provide an information edge  
that boosts the chance of spotting such arbitrage opportunities. As such, real-time access to GPs, paired with 
historical valuation data, can drive unique insights to determine which managers and companies have the most 
conservative valuations. 

Sourcing and diligence advantages that often derive from buyers with large and long-standing GP networks can 
also increase the potential to capture arbitrage when participating in secondary transactions where GPs restrict 
buyer lists, since less competition often means less efficient pricing. 

And finally, a targeted approach, typically characterized by buying one or two managers at a time in a transaction, 
can help to isolate the benefits of any early gains found. 

Second Dimension: Duration
The nature of secondaries inherently results in shorter duration, since investors are acquiring funded portfolios 
later in their life to benefit from the expected near-term harvesting of the underlying companies.

This target fundedness and duration profile can benefit an investor in numerous ways. It can significantly reduce 
or eliminate blind pool risk, provide access to a fund at different points in the value creation curve, and drive near-
term cash distributions.

The shorter duration of secondary investments can be attractive to LPs seeking strong, often more consistent cash 
yields and a realized return on their investment more quickly than is typically possible by investing in other private 
markets strategies.

Bottoms up underwriting, combined with exhaustive asset reviews, provide insights about exit timing, and inform 
portfolio construction by providing a detailed view on the current duration profile, along with a fund’s liquidity 
pattern. These insights help a secondaries buyer to dynamically target deals with specific duration profiles that 
meet broader fund objectives.

Not all gaps between price and value are reflected in a discount. 
Many “value buys” can be based on an arbitrage that only becomes 
clear in subsequent quarters – or even at the point of exit

Growth is a key driver of performance across cycles, so best-
in-class companies are more likely to command competitive 
auction processes at exit, increasing the likelihood of liquidity 
when GPs seek it
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Practically, within the GP-led corner of the secondary market, this can lead to a focus on multi-asset transactions, 
which have historically provided a shorter duration profile compared with single-asset transactions.

And focusing a strategy on high-quality managers and companies can position a portfolio to drive predictable, 
early liquidity even when there are surprises. Quality is especially important in low liquidity environments like 
today’s. Growth is a key driver of performance across cycles, so best-in-class companies are more likely to 
command competitive auction processes at exit, increasing the likelihood of liquidity when GPs seek it.  
Lower quality portfolio companies can be hard to sell, especially in a constrained exit environment.

Third Dimension: Diversification
While we fundamentally believe that a targeted secondaries strategy that leverages the structural benefits 
mentioned above can create outperformance, diversification and portfolio construction are important tools to 
control risk and optimize returns. 

Secondaries funds allow investors to deploy capital quickly across the private markets landscape, providing 
immediate diversification across sectors, subclasses, geographies, GPs, funds, and vintage years. 

A high-touch portfolio construction approach to diversification can result in some of the lowest dispersion  
rates in the alternatives universe, while still producing strong absolute equity returns. 

Instead of allowing sellers of “market deals” to dictate the profile of a fund, sound diversification means 
proactively and dynamically allocating capital to targeted deals based upon the existing exposure profile of 
the secondaries fund. This requires continuous monitoring of the risk variables of new deals to ensure optimal 
portfolio construction.

The Benefits of 3D Vision
A targeted secondary investment strategy that leverages long-tenured GP relationships to drive sourcing  
and diligence advantages can offer distinct structural benefits to LPs that are key to generating attractive risk-
adjusted returns. 

To optimize these benefits for LPs, secondary buyers’ sourcing and diligence should involve consistent, detailed 
reviews of GPs, funds, and companies. Company-level examinations should include current and potential financial 
performance, operating momentum, underlying market strength, business model durability, and market appetite 
from strategic and financial buyers to acquire the company. Moreover, insights need to be calibrated over time 
as part of regular ongoing monitoring, rather than opportunistically conducted when a deal is on the horizon. 
Secondary buyers that benefit from long-term GP relationships and private markets data are often best positioned 
to carry out this approach.

As long-time secondaries market participants, Adams Street believes there are almost always good investments 
available for sophisticated secondaries buyers. Certain periods provide even more attractive opportunities, and 
we think now may be one of those times. 

Secondaries funds allow investors to deploy capital quickly 
across the private markets landscape, providing immediate 
diversification across sectors, subclasses, geographies, GPs, 
funds, and vintage years
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Adams Street Partners is a global private markets investment manager with investments in more than 30 
countries across five continents. The firm is 100% employee-owned and manages $58 billion in assets under 
management. Adams Street strives to generate actionable investment insights across market cycles by drawing 
on over 50 years of private markets experience, proprietary intelligence, and trusted relationships. Adams Street 
has offices in Austin, Beijing, Boston, Chicago, London, Menlo Park, Munich, New York, Seoul, Singapore, Sydney, 
and Tokyo. adamsstreetpartners.com

Important Considerations: The above information is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice or an offer 
or sale of any security or investment product or investment advice. Offerings are made only pursuant to a private offering 
memorandum containing important information. Statements made are as of the date hereof unless stated otherwise, and 
there is no implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any time subsequent to such date. All information 
has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable and current, but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. References herein to 
specific sectors, strategies or companies are not to be considered a recommendation or solicitation for any such sector, strategy 
or company. While Adams Street believes in the merit of private market investing, such investments are subject to a variety of 
risk factors and there can be no guarantee against loss. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Projections or 
forward-looking statements are only estimates of future results based upon assumptions made at the time such projections 
were developed or made. There can be no assurance that the results set forth in the projections or the events predicted will be 
attained, and actual results may be significantly different from the projections. Also, general economic factors, which are not 
predictable, can have a material impact on the reliability of projections or forward-looking statements. Adams Street Partners, 
LLC is a US investment adviser governed by applicable US laws, which differ from laws in other jurisdictions.

1. Due to the illiquid nature of private equity investments, such gains are limited to reported valuation as such investments may 
not be realized, potentially for years and valuations are both subject to (i) change and (ii) as discussed below, the accuracy of 
the GPs valuation procedures.
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